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b-axis™ Pickups  

For literally decades, luthiers and players have been asking us for J-bass 

pickups with exposed poles. And while we have made a few over the years, 

we have never been willing to sacrifice tone and quality in exchange for 

appearance. So, to achieve a voice with lots of punch, clarity, and 

articulation, we went back to our roots of Hi-A design. Using offset Alnico V 

poles and an internal magnetic circuit, b-axis senses the string changing 

distance from the pickup more than moving across the pickup face—much like 

the bridge of a fine acoustic instrument.  To maintain Bartolini’s pro-level 

quality requirements, the b-axis, the hum-cancelling inline coils are shielded 

and fully encapsulated in epoxy, so they are resistant to external noise, microphonics, and sweat. 

Encapsulating a pickup with holes in the shell was a design challenge. We position the coils in the shell 

with accuracy of 5 thousandths of an inch, letting us stage the encapsulation and milling processes to cut 

the magnet holes after the pickup is already assembled—like a magic trick. We create a precise magnetic 

structure below the surface of the pickup shell so that we can control the magnetic coupling with the string. 

And we fabricate very precise bobbins to position the coil wire relative to the magnetic structure for control 

of the asymmetric sensing.  All that, to give you…”Huge Punchy Tone!” 
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The President’s Voice  

“Bartolini: Over Forty Years and Counting!” 

Bartolini been a mainstay of luthiers for well over 40 years. Our first 

products were based on our High-Asymmetry (Hi-A) pickup design. 

Today we still hold true to the values that bring great tone, articulation, 

and the high quality response that luthiers and artists seek when coming 

to Bartolini for professional-level options. This past year we introduced 

our Singularity, single coil bass soap bars and our ACE guitar pickups, 

with both of Alnico and ceramic magnets blended for a powerful and 

legendary tone. Now, we are excited to present the b-axis jazz-style 

pickups with fully-encapsulated coils and exposed Alnico poles. Read on 

for the exciting news! 



The new b-axis™ pickups are now in full-production and are shipping worldwide.  Our factory is 

working hard to meet the high demand.   

The b-axis series pickups are now available in 4-string and  5-string jazz styles with a dual-coil             

hum-cancelling design. 5-string pickups are available in Standard J-bass® size for 18mm or 19mm 

bridge string spacing or Fender American Standard V® size for 19mm bridge spacing.   

“The b-axis series takes the jazz bass to the highest level of voice and quality. With a complex 

asymmetric response, our new design utilizes fully-encapsulated coils and exposed Alnico V magnets 

for musicians at the highest level ” said Clyde Clark. “These pickups have an amazingly versatility that 

can give an instrument and player their true voice. Bassists will dig them.” 

Due to a general discussion that bloomed from 

announcements regarding Bartolini’s new b-axis pickups, 

and observed similarities of products, Bartolini Inc. and 

Nordstrand Pickups Inc. have reached an agreement that 

allows and authorizes Bartolini Inc. to use the angled 

alnico pole piece aesthetic for their b-axis pickups. 

Bartolini acknowledges the similarity in appearance of 

this design to the widely recognized and readily 

identifiable original angled pole piece arrangement 

established and used in commerce by Nordstrand since 

2003. 

While the arrangement of the exposed b-axis alnico pole pieces 

may look similar to the Nordstrand arrangement, under the 

cover, the b-axis pickup continues Bartolini’s long history of 

original high-asymmetry pickup designs, beginning with the Hi-A 

guitar pickup in the 70’s. 

Bartolini and Nordstrand recognize the value of asymmetrical 

magnetic string sensing fields in producing a rich and complex 

tone and will continue to develop these concepts independently, 

with mutual respect. This agreement assures all parties are 

satisfied and not at odds in any way going forward. Clyde and 

Carey appreciate the enthusiasm and support of the bass 

community. 

 

Now available for J-bass
®
! 

P-bass b-axis coming soon—

check them out in the new MTD 

Saratoga 



 

 

 

Since the inception of Bartolini Pickups and Electronics, we have been in 

the business of manufacturing guitar pickups. For a variety of reasons, 

we have had a great deal of traction in the Bass industry, though not as 

many people know we also make pickups for guitars.  

Our most famous user was Kurt Cobain, with an article highlighting     

Nirvana.  

Excerpt from "A behind-the-scenes look at Nirvana's brilliant performance 

on MTV's Unplugged."  By Alan di Perna, Guitar World, March 1995.   

Kurt Cobain played a Martin D-18E. Earnie Bailey, Kurt's guitar tech, 

said "...Unfortunately, the instrument's DeArmond pickups were designed 

with nickel strings in mind, so hearing it with bronze-wound strings was 

pretty disappointing. Our solution was to attach yet another pickup-

Bartolini model 3AV-to the top of the Martin. Kurt first became interested 

in that pickup when he saw Peter Buck using one and really liked the 

sound." 

Use the link below to watch Kurt on the 3AV 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGqBM_r932s 

We make a variety of options for your 

guitar: Single coil, Strat style, P90, 

hum-cancelling, soapbar, acoustic, 7 & 

8 String pickups. 



7 & 8 String Guitars! 

Bass and Guitar together  

Many players are catching the fever: 7 and 8-

string guitars that mix a bit of bass with the 

electric vibe. At Bartolini, we are all about the 

music and ways to give your instrument its 

true voice, whether 4 string bass or a guitar, 

our engineering department has been 

working hard to design the right pickup for 

your application. With 7 & 8-string guitars 

becoming main stream, we have developed a 

pickup with the depth and breadth you need!  

NAMM 2016: Clyde Clark with Steve Sukop      

Winter NAMM 2016  

Bartolini is excited to continue the tradition of  attending NAMM.  This 

year proved to be an exciting opportunity to not only see all of the great 

products and innovations in the marketplace, but to talk with everyone 

about the amazing ground swell we have experienced over the past 

year. We were very pleased to meet with our  enthusiastic customers 

and artists and to meet some new prospects for the coming year.  

New designs and innovations, as well as new international markets will 

headline the coming months ahead.  One such announcement was met 

with a great deal of discussion prior to the show and during. Our new b-

axis Jazz bass series pickup design is gathering steam and enthusiasm 

by many with whom we spoke.  

On display were works by several of our friends. Beautifully hand made 

instruments were on display including items by Elrick, Sukop, Brubaker,     

Novax and Roscoe, Wolf Navarro, Tobias, Surine, and a few others. All 

of which featured Bartolini Pickups and Electronics. 

All in all NAMM was a highly successful time for us, increasing not only 

our visibility in the marketplace but boosting 

sales at a time where we are seeing orders 

at an all time company high!  

Thank you everyone who came by to visit! 

Gene Baker of B3 guitars is 

making a thrilling version of 

the 8 string guitar! 

Mike Keneally tried out Wolf Navarro’s guitar featuring ACE 

Humbuckers! 



-

electric vibe. At Bartolini, we are all about the 

becoming main stream, we have developed a 

pickup with the depth and breadth you need!  

Artists taking it to the streets 
Bartolini Artists are found in most genre’s of music. From 

Jazz and Hip Hop, rock and classical, to Vegas and even far 

away places like Croatia. 

At NAMM we had an opportunity to not only meet many of the 

artists who use our product, but to hear their work.  

We are grateful for the excitement and dedication to the 

brand and look forward to great things this coming year! 

 
Lige Curry from 

George Clinton’s        

P-Funk Hanging with 

Jeff Fogerty! 

“Bartolini pickups and preamps have been part of my 

sound for over 20 years. I love their versatility and the 

variety of tonal color they provide. Simply the best! “ 

-Adam Nitti 

Doug Johns, Matt 

Hayes & Phil Edwards 

at NAMM 

Billy Greer of the Band Kansas 

and super group, 7th Key recently 

joined the Bartolini Family, as  

Kansas works to complete  a new 

recording project.  We are excited 

to count him among our top        

endorsers list! A Featured Artist, 

Billy has been with Kansas since 

1985! 



Tools of the trade, Sought by Professionals, Available to Everyone! 

Bartolini continues to make great strides in the professional music industry. 

Musicians supporting some of the world’s greatest stars  Like Rihanna, Dr. 

Dre’, Carrie Underwood, Christina Aguilera to name a few, Our artists work in 

every genre and every aspect of the industry. Whether in the studio, on stage 

or in the classroom, Bartolini pickups and electronics make it possible for the 

musician to find their true voice and articulate preciseness to the world. We 

are proud to continue growing our brand awareness today, even after over 40 

years of amazing success. Thank you to all of you who support Bartolini and 

include us in your success! 

Derrick “Swol" Ray has been making music as long as he 

can remember. He got his first musical start playing the Drums in 

church. In his mind it could not get any better than that, but as he 

grew up he soon found a deeper love and passion for the Bass. He 

loved the sound, how it filled the music, how it moved people, how 

it carried the grove so well and how it just complimented everything. 

His musical style is the result of a lifetime of influences that include 

Marcus Miller, Rickey Minor, Nathan East, Stevie Wonder, Nate 

Watts, Ethan Farmer and the late great James Jamerson. Swol set 

out to  establish himself as a Bass guitar player, so over the years, 

he developed his unique sound and realized that making music was 

his main goal. His diligence has allowed him to perform on many 

stages throughout the US, with World Renown Producers such 

as Rickey  Minor, Warren Campbell, Donald Lawrence and Kirk 

Franklin. Swol has collaborated on numerous recordings, his 

versatile has allowed him to perform different genres of music 

including hip-hop, punk, jazz, pop, R&B and gospel. Also, he has 

appeared on national televised programs, such as American Idol, 

Oprah Winfrey Talent search, Conan O’Brien, David Letterman and 

Jay Leno. His goal as a musician is to be the best both on and off 

stage. Whether or not an instrument is in his hand he understands 

the message of the music is just as important as the one playing 

the notes.   
“SWOL” Ray is on Tour with 

Rihanna’s ANTI project 



Alissia Benveniste 

Born in Geneva, raised between Milan and London, and 

currently in New York City, Alissia serves as the "future 

face of funk music"    - Huffington Post. As a bass player, 

bandleader, and songwriter, Alissia is "a funk newcomer 

with some serious skills and impressive co-signs”;  -

 Billboard.  She has garnered millions of views online and 

has caught the attention of many industry artists and     

musicians.  

She is also the leader of "Alissia & The Funketeers", her 

14-piece funk project. Her debut EP features lots of special 

guests and is due to an early 2016 release.  

Blackbyrd McKnight encompasses many styles of music to 

make up what he calls “Progressive Funk-Rock”. 

Blackbyrd was grooved in the cradle by his father’s broad collection 

of jazz recordings as an infant, brainwashed by Jimi Hendrix in his 

teens, entered the University of Funk in his twenties, and has never 

stopped evolving and rocking people ever since.  In the early    

stages of his career, Blackbyrd mainly worked with Jazz musicians, 

such as Charles Lloyd, Sonny Rollins, Herbie Hancock & the 

Headhunters, and more. He then redirected his path towards funk 

when he joined the P-Funk Camp in 1978 and has been funkin 

people up ever since. He was the musical director of George    

Clinton and Parliament/Funkadelic from 1980 to 2008. Other than 

working with P-Funk artists such as George Clinton, Bootsy Collins, 

and Bernie Worrell, Blackbyrd has also worked with Miles Davis, 

The Red Hot Chili Peppers, Ron Wood & Bernard Fowler of the 

Rolling Stones, Bill Laswell, HR of Bad Brains, Macy Gray, Fish-

bone and Wyzard of Mothers Finest to name but a few. 

His first solo appearance in New York with Will Calhoun, Melvin 

Gibbs and Ronny Drayton at Knitting Factory in September 2007 

anticipated his musical movement for the near future, as well as the 

collaboration with Bernie Worrell to form the new super group 

“SociaLybrium” in 2008.  



ACE is here! 

We‘ve been making guitar pickups for over 40 

years! 

    Our roots are firmly established in pickups, not only 

bass as everyone is aware, but in guitars as well. In 

2015 we announced and released our new ACE series 

guitar pickups in both a hum-cancelling style and a   

single coil for Strat style guitars.  

These pickups have a hot, rock tone designed with   

Alnico-CEramics to fully embody the sound. ACE™ 

Series guitar pickups are immaculately designed to  

deliver tone perfection, they harness the power and 

best features of both Alnico and Ceramic magnets to 

give the discerning guitarist a powerful and legendary 

tone.  

Built to produce a hot tone you expect from an Alnico 

with the balancing tones you enjoy in a ceramic. It is 

two musical fla-

vors joined into 

one. 

The pickups are 

designed in 

both single coil 

and humbucker.  

Artistry and Making a 

difference in the world 

around us! 

We recently had an opportunity 

to speak with E Pruitt, Bartolini 

Endorsing Artist about his non-

profit music education program.  

Founded in 2012, SAMM - Seattle 

Academy of Mobile Music, a Non-

profit program was designed to 

help bring music back into school 

districts that have lost programs 

due to funding.  

The school slogan "Music Moves" 

not only illustrates the fact that the 

school is mobile, but also that mu-

sic in it's very essence, has the 

ability to speak to the soul, to 

change moods, and lives. 

The Bartolini philosophy of So-

cial Responsibility stems from 

the idea that we support and  

promote good things for those 

around us because it is the right 

thing .  We believe that making a 

real difference in the lives of 

those around us is an important 

part of living and working in our 

community. 

When we find partners who are 

invested in educating others, in 

caring and in making a             

difference, we want to be a part 

of that effort. Whether this 

means we directly support those 

organizations and individuals, 

speak highly of them or both, it 

is our belief that, together,  we 

can make a difference and create 

a better world because of it.   

Bartolini believes in social re-

sponsibility and the arts partner-

ing together.  

 



Leadership  

means doing the 
right thing. 

 

 

We work hard to be environmental-

ly conscientious. Our packaging 

was chosen to be both recyclable 

and made from recycled materials.  

"When I was given the  opportunity 

to head Bartolini, I knew I wanted 

to take a close look at processes, 

products and packaging to coin-

cide with my personal philosophy 

of caring for our environment." 

Says Clyde Clark, President of 

Bartolini. "We made a concerted 

effort to find ways to sync up our 

manufacturing and products with 

the environment in mind."    

Our pickup and module boxes are 

now made out of 80% recycled 

material and the boxes we use for 

harnesses  are made from 100% 

recycled materials.   

Recyclable Packaging 

Social Media! 
In 2013 we set up our Facebook page, today we have over 

12K likes! We continue to build a ground swell in aware-

ness of our brand.  

“Our outreach program, enhanced by our relationship with 

Dana B. Goods, our US distributor,  has never been stronger. 

Katie Teague, of DBG was instrumental in helping us gain 

traction in the world of Facebook” says Clyde. 

We have learned a lot from our experience with Facebook 

and are taking steps into other forms of Social Media. We 

have a Twitter page and have recently added Instagram to 

our arsenal of social networking tools.  

 As we continue to develop our marketing strategies, we will 

be looking at the value of other sites to connect with our    

audience and develop new ways to get the word out about 

Bartolini! 

Like us on Facebook!  

https://www.facebook.com/BartoliniPickups 

Find us on Twitter and Instagram under the name of 

@BartoliniPups! 

 

http://www.bartolini.net/wp-content/uploads/Pickups-Harness-Module-Retail-Packaging-3.gif


Contact Us 

Visit us on the web at 

www.Bartolini.net 

US Builders contact: 

Bartolini Inc. 

Sales@Bartolini.net 

Tech Support  

Support@bartolini.net 

Phone: (805) 543-1330 

US Retail Contact: 

Dana B. Goods 

Sales Inquiries: 

Sales@danabgoods.com 

Support Inquiries: 

 Support@danabgoods.com 

 

Answers & Solutions 
Every year, as we strive to be the best we can be, we find ways 

to improve the support we provide for our customers. In 2015, we 

took on the challenge of a web system that increases our ability 

to respond to customer issues and provide answers.  

On our website, you can now find the information that you need 

more efficiently, by going to our support link then clicking on     

Answers and Solutions. If you don’t see the answers you are 

looking for, then you can  request assistance by submitting a  

ticket.  

Trouble with the ticket process, you can email questions to:  

support@bartolini.net 

Our team will respond to your request and help you out. Our goal 

is to engage with retailers, builders, and players to provide a best 

in show experience.  

Bartolini Inc. 

141 Suburban Road 

Suite B-2 

San Luis Obispo, 

CA 93401 

PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 

Bartolini gives your instrument its true voice! 


